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Our Aim 

Practical 

 To build an 
effective IE & OM 
module for the 
restaurant 
recommendation 
system 

Theoretical 

 To introduce a 
corpus-based 
method of IE & OM 
which can be 
transferred to 
similar domains 



Restaurant Recommendation System 

Architecture 

Reviews corpus 

Annotated corpus 

IE & OM module 

Aggregation module 

Restaurants database 

Interactive 

recommendation 

module 



Data (1/2) 

 32 525 reviews about restaurants in 
Russian 

 1025 annotated reviews about the 
restaurants in the centre of Saint-
Petersburg 



Data (2/2) 

Diverse unstructured texts with slang and 
misprints 

 з з 
ййй 

     
 з 

     
 ййй ййй ййй 

 

*(they bring the order quickly, 

of course… but to wait 
till the waiter comes or catch 
him to make an order… rrrr… 

it’s hard…) 

С     
 з  г  

   д 
   

 
 

(Now we drop in there with 
our son, the kid (who is a 

veeery picky eater) likes to 
nibble their appetizing pizza) 



Our Approach 

Thorough 
corpus analysis 

Dictionaries 

Features 

Automatic 
model selection 

Classifiers 



Overview 

 Restaurant aspects identification 

 Corpus analysis 

 Classifier and feature set selection 



Aspect Value 
domain 

Aspect Value domain 

Restaurant type String Food quality 

{-2; -1; 0; 1; 2} 

Cuisine type 
String(s) 

Service quality 

Audience Service speed 

Average cheque 
Integer/Inte
rval 

Staff politeness 

Smoking room 
{yes; no; 
area; room} 

Staff amiability 

Company 
{large; 
small} 

Price level 

Noise level 

Restaurant Aspects (1/2) 



Aspect Value domain Aspect Value domain 

Cosiness 

{yes; no} 

Dancefloor 

{yes; no} 

Romantic 
atmosphere 

VIP room 

Crampedness Parking place 

Children Railway station 

Children’s room Hotel 

Bar Shopping mall  

Restaurant Aspects (2/2) 



Corpus Analysis: Dictionaries 

 Trigger words dictionaries 
  (waiter)з  гfoodдз … 

 

 Predicative-attributive dictionaries 
  (polite)з  (rough)з  

(quick)з  (slow), … 
 

 Modifiers dictionaries 
  (very)з  гquiteдз … 

 

 Key words and phrases dictionary 
   гamiable staff)з   

гnice pricesдз … 
 

 Sentiment lexicon 
 {  (delicious): +2,  

(disagreeable): -мз …} 



Features: Current Approaches 

 N-grams (1-, 2-, 3-, etc.) 
 N-grams of a certain POS (adjectives, 

adverbs, etc.) 
 Token positions 
 Emoticons 
 Substrings 
 Syntactic relations, syntactic n-grams 
 Valence shifters 
 Semantic classes 
 Sentiment lexicon words 



Classifiers 

 Naive Bayes 

 Logistic Regression 

 Maximum Entropy 

 Support Vector Machine 

 Decision Tree 

 Random Forest 

 Perceptron 

 Neural Networks 



Feature set \ 
Feature 

N-
grams 

Non-
contig. 
N-
grams 

Emoticons, 
Exclamations 

Key 
Words 

Predicative-
Attributive 
Words and 
Modifiers 

Sentiment 
Lexicon 

Baseline + 

Extended 
Distant + + 

Extended 
Distant 
Emoticons + + + 

Our Feature Sets (1/2) 



Feature set \ 
Feature 

N-
grams 

Non-
contig. 
N-grams 

Emoticons  
&Exclamat
ions 

KWs Predicative-
Attributive Words 
and Modifiers 

Sent. 
Lexicon 

Extended Distant 
Emoticons Lex + + + + 
Extended KWs + + 
Extended KWs 
Pred-Attr Lex + + + 
Extended Pred-Attr + + 
Extended Lex + + 
Extended KWs Lex 

+ + + 
Extended 
Emoticons KWs Lex + + + + 
Extended All + + + + + + 

Our Feature Sets (2/2) 



Automatic Model Selection 

 10-fold cross-validation 
 Statistical hypothesis testing 

 Iman and Davenport test 
 Holm-Bonferroni test series 

 Models grouping procedure 
 #1: Model with the highest rank, significantly 

better than #4 
 #2: Models worse than #1 but still significantly 

better than #4 
 #3: Models not significantly better than #4 
 #4: Models significantly worse than #1 and #2 

 The optimal model selection 
 Choose the simplest model from #1 + #2 



Selected Models (1/2)  

Class Selection 

Aspect Model:Feature Set 
Accuracy

(%) 
Average 
F1 (%) 

romance MNB: extended_Distant 95.83 95.80 

cosiness MNB: extended_Distant 96.00 95.74 

company NB:   extanded_KWs 94.55 94.40 

crampedness MNB: baseline 87.86 87.52 

noise level MNB: extended_KWs 82.67 80.40 

staff politeness NB:   extended_All 79.66 79.20 

staff amiability MNB: extended_All 77.30 76.84 

food quality MNB: extended_Distant 75.05 74.05 

service quality MNB: extended_Distant_Emoticons 72.71 71.96 

service speed MNB: extended_KWs_PredAttr_Lex 69.71 68.72 

price level MNB: baseline 65.00 61.82 



Selected Models (2/2)  

Relevance / Irrelevance 

Aspect Model:Feature Set Accuracy, % Average F1, % 

romance Prcp:     baseline 93.98 93.91 

noise level LogReg: baseline 93.89 93.68 

price level LogReg: baseline 92.96 92.95 

company size LogReg: baseline 93.24 92.66 

food quality MNB:     baseline 93.06 92.02 

crampedness LogReg: baseline 92.22 91.73 

cosiness LogReg: baseline 89.91 89.78 

service speed LogReg: baseline 88.33 88.30 

staff politeness LogReg: baseline 87.59 87.52 

service quality LogReg: baseline 82.87 82.79 

staff amiability NB:       baseline 82.78 82.76 



Results 
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Conclusion & Future Work 

 The introduced method is based on 
 elaborate corpus analysis and 

 the selection of the most computationally 
effective combination of a model and a feature 
set among those with the highest ranks 

 Winning classifiers: 
 MNB for class selection 

 LogReg for relevance/irrelevance task 

 Further work (we are doing it now): 
 More sophisticated lexicons construction and 

annotation with the help of several experts 



 
Merci pour votre attention!  

Des questions? 


